
Activity 1: The Earth’s MOON

There are many moons in the universe, not just the moon we see from Earth.
The Earth’s Moon is covered in powdery soil, craters, and dead volcanoes but 

when seen from the Earth the full Moon can 
sometimes look like a disk of cheese with holes in it or as if it has a face. 

Artists have created many pictures of the Moon, see some below. 
How do you see the moon?

To Do: Create a picture of the Moon using the disk supplied. 
You may paint, draw or make a collage.



Activity 2: The MOON’S Phases

The Moon’s appearance from Earth constantly changes as it travels around 
the earth (this is called orbiting). Some nights we see the full moon and 

other nights we see just a small part of the moon.

To Do: Have you seen the Moon look different on different nights? Create a 
picture of the of the different Moon phases you have seen.

The pictures below show how other artists have created pictures of the 
phases of the Moon.



Activity 3: Exploring the MOON

Would you like to take a trip on the moon’s surface?
The Moon is the only planet-like object in space, other than Earth, where 

humans have set foot. American astronauts Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin 
in July 1969, were the first people to walk on the moon.

To Do: Imagine you are an astronaut on the Moon and want to go for a drive 
to explore its surface on a specially designed vehicle called rover. 

What will your vehicle look like? Make a drawing of it. 
Can you build one with the material supplied? Have a go!

Lunar Rover diagram (NASA)

Apollo 15 – Commander David Scott drives the Rover 
near the LM Falcon



Activity 4: A room on the MOON

Would you like to live on the Moon?
Perhaps in a non-to-distant future living on the Moon may be possible. 

The Moon is full of Lunar Lava tubes which are tunnels under the Moon’s 
surface formed during volcanic eruptions millions of years ago. They are 
hollow and quite large. If humans want to live on the moon these natural 

tunnels could provide protection from the Sun’s heat as well as meteorites 
that crash into the moon’s surface. These tunnels could be made bigger to 

allow communities of humans to live.

To Do: Imagine a city built inside a lunar lava tube. 
Create a picture of it.



Activity 5: MOON visitors

Perhaps aliens have visited the moon too and these creatures are lurking 
around on the moon.

Scientists are always searching for signs of alien life form in the universe. 
If humans can travel through space in a rocket — maybe aliens could, too. 

To Do: Imagine that as you are exploring on the moon you come upon a 
group of strange-looking creatures. Since you don’t know if they are friendly 

or dangerous you hide behind a rock and take a picture. 
What do these creatures look like? Model a few creatures with plasticine.



Activity 1: The Brightness and Beauty of Venus

Ancient astronomers named the sun, moon and five visible planets Mercury, 
Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn after their great gods.

The planet Venus was named after the Roman goddess of love and beauty.
From Earth, Venus appears the second brightest body in the night sky after 
the moon. Perhaps it is because of its brightness and beautiful sight that it 

was named Venus.

To Do: Below are some images of the planet Venus made by artists, 
and scientists.

Create your own picture of Venus using the disk supplied. You may paint, 
draw or make a collage of the way you see Venus.



Activity 2: Extreme Venus

Venus is often called “Earth’s sister” as they have a few things in common, 
such as their size and structure but the environment on Venus is very 

different to Earth.
It is very hot, the hottest planet in our Solar System, its atmosphere is full of 
poisonous gases, there are violent winds, thunderstorms and it’s full of acid 

rain and clouds (that smell like rotten eggs). 
Not a nice place to go for your holidays.

But if you were a space explorer exploring Venus you would need to wear 
a very special suit that keeps you cool (both in temperature and style) in a 

super-hot world.

To Do: Design a special spacesuit to wear on Venus. This suit would need to 
be light but super strong and also keep you cool in the Venus weather.

Customize your suit with some special features like gravity boots, an alien 
translation- device, or a metal umbrella for Venus’ acid rain!



Activity 3: Volcanoland

Scientists have discovered that Venus is covered in volcanoes, sand dunes, 
ancient lava and mountains. Venus is thought to contain 1,600 extinct 

volcanoes. But are all the volcanoes really extinct? Scientists think some 
volcanoes may still be active.

To Do: Make a model of Venus’ surface inspired by the information given 
above. You can use a range of material provided like clay, plasticine, sand, 

foam, etc.



Activity 4: The Venus Express

The skies on Venus are filled with toxic gases. These look like clouds and 
hide the surface so it is difficult to see what Venus looks like. 

Astronomers use spacecrafts to get a clear view of it, so they can create 3D 
maps and images of the planet. These robotic spacecraft’s have interesting 

names like Venera, Vega, Magellan, but the one we like the best is called 
Venus Express and it looks great! See pictures below.

To Do: Imagine you are a designer in charge of creating the latest spacecraft 
needed to collect clear images of Venus.

What will your machine look like? Make a drawing of it. 
Can you build one with the 3d materials supplied? 

The Venus Express in orbit around Venus



Activity 5: Mission Patch

For every mission to space astronauts design a mission patch. 
The patch represents the work astronauts do during the mission. 

Their team’s mission patch is then sewn 
on to the spacesuits. 

To Do: How would you design your patch if you were headed to space? 
This could include your name, the date of your next space flight, a mission 

number, and a special space-inspired image.



Activity 1: Impressive Mercury

Mercury is the smallest and fastest planet in the Solar System – zooming 
through space at very high speed. 

Mercury is a rocky planet with a surface similar to that of our moon. It has 
many craters, boulders and giant cliffs. It is very hot during the day and very 

cold at night. It is the closest planet to the Sun.

To Do: We have many images of Mercury, some are photographs and some 
are made by artists based on the descriptions made by scientists and 

astronomers. See samples below.
Create your own image of Mercury by painting or drawing or making a 

collage using the disk provided.



Activity 2: Ice Caves on Mercury?

The robotic space craft ‘The Messenger’ discovered that there are pockets of 
water and ice on Mercury. Scientists believe that this water was brought to 
Mercury by icy comets crashing into the planet during the early history of 

the Solar System. Billions of tonnes of ice crystals could exist in 
these frozen pits!

To Do: Create 3D ice crystals using the material supplied.



Activity 3: Zooming Around On Mercury

Mercury zooms through space at a very high speed (170,500km/h) so we 
can imagine that in a not-so-distant future one of the most popular sport on 

Mercury could be speed racing.
There are amazing cliffs and caters on Mercury, the most impressive is called 
Carneige Rupes with walls nearly 2 km high! The surface on Mercury would 
make a great obstacle course for high-tech racing cars. Drivers could speed-

race close to the cliff edge, dodging or spiraling through craters.

To Do: Design and build a space racer with the material provided or create a 
sci-fi comic strip with pictures and a story about a famous Mercury 

space racer.



Activity 4: The Magic of Comets

Comets are made from bits of ice, dust and gas. From Earth they look 
beautiful with a brilliant bright tail streaming behind them. 

Planets like Mercury are covered by craters that were created by comets 
crashing into them during the early history of the Solar System.

To Do: Comets have been painted and drawn by artists for hundreds of years. 
Below are some examples from prints, painting and photographs by artists.

Draw, paint or make a collage of your own comet inspired by these images or 
make a 3D comet following the instructions provided.



Activity 5: Meet the Mercurials

We humans love to tell and write stories. We have created many stories 
about going to into space and meeting other life forms. This type of story 

telling is called science fiction or sci-fi for short. Sci-fi are imaginative stories 
about the future, new technology, other life forms, space and time travel. 

To Do: Imagine you are writing a sci-fi story set on Mercury where your hero 
meets the Mercurials (fictional habitants of Mercury). Include pictures with 

your story, create your own characters, creatures and vegetation. Be inspired 
by the examples below. 



Activity 1: Mars – The Red Planet

The Romans named the Mars after their God of War because of the planets 
blood red colour. Mars is a dry, dusty planet with spectacular craters and 

deep valleys, a landscape similar to Earth’s desert environments. The planet 
also has the largest storms in the Solar System creating a huge amount of red 

dust that covers the entire planet.

To Do: Draw, paint or make a collage of your own idea of Mars using the disk 
provided. Be inspired by the images and the descriptions of Mars’ 

environment. Below are some early drawings and maps of Mars made by 
astronomers over a hundred years ago, as well as artworks created by 

modern artists today to help inspire you! 

<a href=”https://www.freepik.com/free-photos-vectors/background”>Background 
vector created by freepik - www.freepik.com</a>



Activity 2: Moving to Mars 

Should humans move to Mars? Some scientists argue that we should while 
others say that we should first solve the problems we have created on Earth, 
like global warming. What do you think? Scientists and aerospace engineers 

are getting ready to go to Mars. 
Could you be one of them? 

To Do: Design a spacecraft that will bring humans to Mars. 
Do some drawings of what the living and working space will look inside the 

spacecraft. Be inspired by the images below.



Activity 3: Catwalking on Mars

Take a walk on Mars! But first you will need a special spacesuit to keep you 
safe and comfortable. It will need to protect you against Mars’ hostile 

environment – extreme cold, radiation and unbreathable air. Spacesuit 
design has changed over the years of many space missions. They were first 

made of a hard-shell like material, difficult to move in. Then for the first 
Moon walk the suits were made of soft, very strong white material.

To Do: Design a range of spacesuits for the first humans to live on Mars. Be 
creative but also make them useful and practical. Remember not all space-
suits need to be white! Be inspired by the spacesuits’ designs shown below.



Activity 4: Towers, Domes or Bubbles?

If humans were to live on Mars, before we move there we would need to 
build houses that protect us from the cold, cosmic radiation, and the storms 

of red dust. 
Space architects designing buildings for Mars must find ways of making 

air, water and energy where there is none. All public spaces, such as roads, 
shops, schools must be connected and sealed indoors because opening a 

window on Mars is not an option. All waste will need to be recycled.

To Do: See below some samples of buildings designed for Mars. 
Take inspiration from them to design and build your own model using the 

material provided.



Activity 5: Invaders from Mars 

Mars has always inspired humans imagination. Many sci-fi books, films and 
comic books have been written about Mars. Because of Mars’ blood red 
colour, Martians (fictional habitants of Mars) have been represented, for 

many years as war-loving people with war machines ready to invade Earth! 

To Do: Below see sci-fi magazine covers and posters that illustrate our 
obsession with the Red Planet.

Design a poster or magazine cover for a your own sci-fi book.



Activity 1: Our Very Special Star 

The Sun is our own very special star. The Sun is hugely important to us, its 
powerful rays keep us warm, it allows food crops to grow and makes all 

life possible . For millions of years humans have created images of the Sun 
in many different ways such as chipping circles and spirals into rocks or 

scratched  into metal, painted complex images on walls, printed images in 
books and sculpted in stone. Each country has created stories that tell of the 

Sun’s importance in our lives.

To Do: Draw, paint or make a collage of your own Sun. See a selection of 
samples below for inspiration.



Activity 2: Auroras

Near the North or South Pole here on Earth often beautiful coloured lights 
shines in the night sky. These lights are called Auroras. These displays of 

coloured light are created when atoms (these are the smallest particle that 
can exist) in the atmosphere mix with energy from the sun. The atoms then 

release bursts of light making then red, green, and blue colours of the 
Auroras. Sometimes these colors mix making yellow and pink colors that are 

seen in the sky too. 

To Do: Make your own colourful aurora with oil pastels following the
 instructions supplied.



Activity 3: Solar Eclipses

A solar eclipse is when the Moon fully or partly blocks sunlight. 
This occurs when the shadow of the Moon passes over the Sun completely 

covering the Sun. Total solar eclipses are very rare and lasts only a few 
minutes. To celebrate these rare events many countries in the world publish 

special commemorative stamps. 

To Do: Design a stamp of a solar eclipse. See a selection of samples below for 
inspiration.



Activity 4: Solar Observatory

A solar observatory has a large solar telescope that allows us to study more 
about the Sun. Unlike astronomers who study the sky at night, scientists who 

observe the Sun will do so during the day when the sky is clear and 
the Sun shines.

To Do: Design and build a 3D solar observatory with the material provided. 
See examples displayed.



Activity 5: Constellations

Our Sun is just one star among billions in the Universe. A constellation is an 
area on the sky in which a group of stars forms an imaginary outline 

or pattern. Humans have often looked at groups of stars and seen an animal, 
a person, creature, a god, or an object in the starry sky. You may have heard 

some of them. See examples below.

To Do: Artists have been inspired by the night sky and have represented the 
stars in very creative ways. 

Create a constellation for your class or for our windows in the Long Room by 
using the material supplied. See examples displayed.



Activity 1: Jupiter the King 

Jupiter is often called the King of the Planets because of its enormous size. 
Jupiter is also known as a ‘gas giant’ whose surface is not solid at all but a 

thick atmosphere, a layer of gases it that creates swirling colours of 
red, yellow and white. Big storms create magnificent cloud formations. While 

you can’t walk on Jupiter you can admire it from the safety of a spacecraft.

To Do: Paint a gigantic picture of Jupiter by drawing a big round shape on a 
sheet of paper using red, yellow and white paint. See pictures of Jupiter 

below for inspiration. 
P.S. Your picture won’t fit in the box but you can roll it up!



Activity 2: The ‘Eye’ of Jupiter

Jupiter looks beautiful but its environment isn’t. Dangerous levels of 
radiation and powerful winds create enormous hurricane-like storms. 

The biggest storm is the Red Spot. It is famous for its raging gas storms, 
which give it quite an impressive and even frightening and scary look too. It’s 
also called the ‘Eye of Jupiter’ because of its shape. Not sure that the place of 

the Red Spot is a journey we want to take!

To Do: Paint your own Big Red Spot using the material provided. See below 
examples of artwork for inspiration.



Activity 3: Jupiter’s Moons

Earth has only one moon but Jupiter has at least 79 moons! The four largest 
and most interesting are: Europa, Io (pronounced eye-oh), Ganymede and 

Callisto. 

Europa has a smooth surface made of moving ice sheets similar to the ones 
in the North or South Pole on Earth. There may be an moving ocean beneath 

the ice. The cracks between the white and blue ice look like red scars. 

IO is one of the most violent places in the Solar System with over 400 active 
volcanoes, lava flows and lakes, big sulphur fields covering the surface in 
shades of yellow, red, white, black, and green. It looks truly amazing like a 

golden ball!

Ganymede is very big, it is the biggest moon in the Solar System. It’s mostly 
made of ice and rock and might have a liquid-water ocean beneath its sur-

face. From its white, blue and green surface it looks like you could skate on it.

Callisto is full of craters most likely due to asteroids and meteorites crashing 
on its surface which is coated by a thick layer of powdery dust and ice. From 

photographs taken by the space orbiter it looks like a beautiful blue glass 
ball full of white crystals.

To Do: Paint the 4 moons using the styrofoam balls supplied and by using 
the colours listed and underlined for each moon. Look at the images below 

for inspiration.



Activity 4: Balloon rides on Jupiter

Would you like to take a balloon ride over Jupiter’s polar regions and see a 
wonderful display of lights? Jupiter’s auroras – colourful light shows in the 
night sky – are brighter faster, and more colourful than the ones on Earth. 
If you were to orbit (go around) high above Jupiter’s poles you could see 

plenty of them. 
To Do: Design and make a balloon that would take you up into Jupiter’s night 

sky where you can enjoy a truly amazing light show!



Activity 5: Jupiter’s Floating Creatures

Unlike the Earth which is made of a rock and water Jupiter’s surface is made 
of a dense, cloudy and thick atmosphere of gases. We cannot know precisely 

what life would be like in such a place but we can imagine it. 
One likely creature to emerge could be something that floats 

over Jupiter. 
We can call them ‘floaters’ – like our hot-air balloons – very large beings like 

the greatest whales we have on Earth.

To Do: Design and make a floating creature using the material supplied.



Activity 1: The Ringed Planet

Why does Saturn have rings? Scientists have ideas about why Saturn has 
rings, but no one knows for sure. If you could travel close to Saturn’s rings 

you would see millions of smaller ringlets. The rings, which make Saturn one 
of the most interesting planet to look at are made of millions of house-size 

chunks of ice, along with fine dust and big boulders that dance 
gracefully around the planet.

To Do: Make a model of Saturn using a styrofoam ball. 
See instructions supplied.



Activity 2: Getting There

Saturn is very far away from Earth and it may take up to two years to get 
there and two to come back. Imagine you can build a travel pod of which 

you are the pilot and you are bringing some friends with you for a few laps 
through Saturn’s rings. Each ring contains a maze of millions of floating 

chunks of ice so you will need a strong and smart travel pod.

To Do: Design a travel pod that takes you to Saturn then try to make one 
with the material supplied.



Activity 3: Encedalus – Wish You Were Here

Planets, moons and stars have truly amazing names! Some have been named 
after ancient gods, animals, famous people or just numbers. Encedalus – just 

one of Saturn’s 60 moons – was named after a giant in the Greek legend. 
Encedalus is mostly covered by fresh, clean ice which from far away looks 
like a smooth snowball with cracks in the icy crust called “tiger stripes” – 

because that’s what they look like, except they appear blue in colour. 
Encedalus is full of volcanoes that, instead of fire, eject clouds of icy material 

out from under its surface. 

To Do: Imagine that in the future – when space travel is open to tourists – 
you and your friends will be able to go ice skating and cross-country skiing 
on Encedalus. Draw, paint or make a collage for a “Wish You Were Here on 

Encedalus” postcard to send back to Earth.

‘Ice Moon’ by David Hardy.



Activity 4: Sailing on Titan

Saturn’s moon Titan is the largest of its 60 moons. On Titan there are large 
amounts of liquid but is not water. Because of its freezing temperatures, the 
rivers, lakes and seas on Titan are made of liquid gases. If you were to visit 
this moon you’d need a special suit for protection from the cold and from 

radiation. The sky is filled with orange clouds.

To Do: Imagine in a distant future you’re part of a crew of space scientists 
that study this strange moon. You would be working on board a specially 

designed sailing ships, raft or submarine. Design a futuristic sailing ship, 3D 
raft or submarine.



Activity 5: Robot Pets

A tiny talking robot called Kirobo (meaning ‘Hope Robot’) was sent into 
space in 2013 and spent 18 months orbiting (going around) the Earth as a 
companion to lonely astronauts. His special mission was to be a best friend 

to the Japanese space commander Koichi Wakata.

To Do: Would you like to take a robot friend on your space mission to 
Jupiter? Create and colour in a few designs of your own and cut out 

your favorite.



Activity 1: Earth– Our Home

As far as we know planet Earth contains the only living beings in 
the known Universe. 

There is so much to do and see here on Earth. What would we share with 
other living beings in a  very far away galaxies? 

To Do: Imagine that you are sending a small rocket into deep space which 
contains some pictures of Earth to share with other life forms. What would 

you images would you send? What message would you include?
Draw and colour in images of a landscape on Earth, maybe of a lush forest, 

high mountains or sandy desert – you choose. Roll up your drawing and tape 
it. Then make up a small rocket/lander to contain the drawing, seal it before 

sending it into space!



Activity 2: Under the Sea

Earth is made up mostly water, 70% water and life originated in the oceans. 
The water, like lakes, seas and oceans, are full of wonderful things. 

There is still so much still to discover on our own planet Earth, especially
 underwater. Think of all the amazing variety of fish, seaweeds, coral, shells 

and other stuff you can find underwater and are still waiting 
to be discovered. 

To Do: Imagine you are a diver in the future with new technology that goes 
exploring the deep oceans, perhaps looking for treasure on an old sunken 

ship or just to explore and study. 
Using plasticine and other materials make a model of an underwater 

landscape, a variety of sea creatures or the futuristic submarine research 
pod you will use to discover deep underwater landscapes.



Activity 3: Home Alone?

There is a huge variety of people, animals and insects on Earth. We all come 
in many shapes, sizes and colours. We look different and sound different but 

in the end we are all living beings. 
The Voyager Golden Records are two CD-like records that were included 

aboard both Voyager spacecrafts launched in 1977. These spacecrafts are 
still  floating alone in space. The records contain sounds and images that 

show the types life and cultures on Earth. Maybe other extraterrestrial life 
forms may find them and get an idea of what and who we are. 

To Do: Which images of people, animals and insect would you include in a 
future disc to be sent into space? Paint or model with plasticine a variety of 

humans, animals and insects.



Activity 4: Space Artists

Although Earth is an amazing planet some of us dream of going into space. 
Astronauts who have been interviewed often say that since they were 

children they have wanted to go into space. Alexei Leonov from Russia, 
became the first person to conduct a spacewalk exiting his space capsule for 

12 minutes and 9 seconds. Alexei was also an artist who took coloured 
pencils and paper into space, where he sketeched the Earth. During his long 

life he painted many pictures of the Universe. 

To Do: Draw, paint o make a collage of the Earth as you see it.



Activity 5: In Space with your Pet

Before humans travelled to space scientists sent dogs and monkeys in space 
rockets. It was a cruel thing to do because the animals didn’t have a say in it 

and space travel wasn’t safe at all then and some died.
Imagine that in a non distant future space travel will become an every day 
occurrence like taking a plane. You decide to travel to a distant planet but 

don’t want to leave your pet behind, would you bring it with you? 
Cat, dog, fish or parrot – just to name a few – might be happy to share a new 

adventure in space.

To Do: Design a spacesuit for yourself and one for your pet. Be creative in 
the design. Not all spacesuits need to be white!


